from its Sumerian and Akkadian ancestors in multiple ways. Its hero is a contemporary human being, not a god or demigod of the mythic past, who travels to the underworld not physically but in a dream or night-vision. There he experiences a revelation from an enthroned deity, before whom he collapses in fear. The revelation is couched in a distinctive style involving demonstrative pronouns, as if the god is explaining or interpreting something, but there is no prior description of what is being explained. The revelation concerns the protagonist's ancestor, a great earthly king who now lies buried in the netherworld. The awe-inspiring glimpse of divine justice concludes with a message from the enthroned deity, chastening the protagonist into a conversion, a sweeping change in his personality and behavior when he returns to earthly life. These features make it both unique in the ancient Near East and intriguingly similar to a well-established genre of late antique literature, starting with the Jewish apocalypses of the Hellenistic period. 4 It was the merit of Helge Kvanvig to provide the first detailed interpretation of the text in relationship to apocalyptic literature. But his work is just one instance of a widespread approach with serious drawbacks: Kvanvig was not the fi rst to describe a set of general similarities between an isolated Near Eastern "background" text and a "foregrounded" Biblical or Jewish literary culture. What is needed are comparisons between equally contextualized literary cultures.
